WIDENER UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
HONOR CODE

COURSE ____________________________  INSTRUCTOR _______________________

EXAMINATION DATE _________20___   TIME ____________________________

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Please read these general instructions before taking the examination. AFTER YOU COMPLETE
YOUR EXAMINATION, DETACH THIS SHEET FROM THE EXAM, COMPLETE
ENDORSEMENT, LOG IN MATERIALS AND RETURN ALL MATERIALS TO THE
PROCTOR AT THE END OF THE EXAM. PLEASE RETAIN BOTTOM YELLOW COPY
OF THIS FORM FOR YOUR RECORDS.

1. If you need to leave the room for any purpose, please sign out at the Proctor’s desk. A
sign-out sheet is provided for that purpose. Only one student is allowed outside the
examination room at a time.

2. Your law school identification card must be visible to the proctor during the examination.

3. You are under the Law School Honor Code of Conduct during this examination. Any
attempt to gain an unfair academic advantage during the examination is a violation of the
Code of Conduct and may result in prosecution by the Office of the Dean. You are
further advised that you must report an incident occurring during the examination in
which any other student attempts to gain an unfair academic advantage.

Examples of unfair academic advantage include:
   a. Cheating on any examination;
   b. Use of any unauthorized materials during an examination;
   c. Any breach of the rules providing for anonymous grading;
   d. Failure to cease writing immediately when time is called; and
   e. False or misleading statements to get a deferred examination.

4. You are required to accurately log in all examination materials at the bottom of this form.
Any misrepresentation of materials logged in will be considered a violation of the Code
of Conduct.

ENDORSEMENT BY STUDENT:
I have read the foregoing and I certify that I have neither given nor received aid from any
other student in the taking of this examination. I further certify that I have not witnessed any
other student giving or receiving aid during the examination, unless noted below.

______________________________ ______________________________
(Signature)  (Student ID Number)

EXAM MATERIALS LOG:
# of Exam Books _____ Scrap Book _____ Scan Sheet _____
Examination _____ Supplement _____